Structural analysis of a reconstituted DNA containing three histone octamers and histone H5.
Previous work has shown that DNA and the histone proteins will combine to form structures of a complex, yet definite nature. Here, we describe three experiments aimed at a better understanding of the interactions of DNA with the histone octamer and with histone H5. First, there has been some question as to whether the methylation of DNA could influence its folding about the histone octamer. To address this point, we reconstituted the histone octamer onto a 440 base-pair DNA of defined sequence at various levels of cytosine methylation, and also onto the unmethylated DNA. The reconstituted structures were probed by digestion with two different enzymes, micrococcal nuclease and DNase I. All samples were found to contain what appear to be three histone octamers, bound in close proximity on the 440 base-pair DNA. The cutting patterns of micrococcal nuclease and DNase I remain the same in all cases, even if the DNA has been extensively methylated. The results show, therefore, that methylation has little, or no, influence on the folding of this particular DNA about the histone octamer. Second, there has been concern as to whether the base sequence of DNA could determine its folding in a long molecule containing several nucleosomes, just as it does within any single, isolated nucleosome core. In order to deal with this problem, we cut the 440 base-pair DNA into three short fragments, each of nucleosomal length; we reconstituted each separately with the histone octamer; and then we digested the reconstituted complexes with DNase I for comparison with similar data from the intact 440 base-pair molecule. The results show that the folding of this DNA is influenced strongly by its base sequence, both in the three short fragments and in the long molecule. The rotational setting of the DNA within each of the three short fragments is as predicted from a computer algorithm, which measures its homology to 177 known examples of nucleosome core DNA. The rotational setting of the DNA in the 440 base-pair molecule remains the same as in two of the three short fragments, but changes slightly in a third case, apparently because of steric requirements when the nucleosomes pack closely against one another. Finally, there has been little direct evidence of where histone H5 binds within a DNA-octamer complex.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)